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Introduction
The integral imaging method is attracting a great deal of interest among 3D imaging techniques as it provides full parallax and continuous viewing points [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . An integral imaging system consists of two processes: pickup and display. In the pickup process, a lenslet array is used to capture the light rays emanating from 3D objects. Light rays that pass through each lenslet are recorded by using a two-dimensional image sensor, such as a charge coupled device (CCD). The captured information is known as elemental image array (EIA) which is the demagnified images of difference perspectives. In order to reconstruct 3D images from EIA, we perform the reverse process by propagating the rays from EIA through a similar lenslet array used in pickup process. When a 3D object is reconstructed from EIA, we can use the computational reconstruction technique for some applications such as 3D visualization and depth extraction. Until now, there have been a number of computational reconstruction techniques reported [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The most noticeable computational reconstruction technique is the volumetric computational reconstruction (VCR) technique which makes use of all the elemental image information to reconstruct 3D images at any arbitrary distance [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . The VCR has an advantage of freely generating the volumetric information of the reconstructed image without optical devices.
Based on VCR, a computational integral imaging (CII) has been introduced for 3D recognition of partially occluded objects [16, 17] . The CII system is shown in Fig. 1 . It is composed of optical pickup and VCR based on the pinhole-array model. As shown in Fig.  1(a) , 3D object is picked up by a lenslet array and then recorded by a CCD camera as EIA. The VCR method based on pinhole array model is shown in Fig. 1(b) . In the VCR process, the EIA is digitally reconstructed by using a computer where 3D images can be easily reconstructed at any output planes. As shown in Fig. 1(b) , the EIA is mapped on the image plane inversely through each pinhole. The EIA is magnified as much as a ratio of z/g, where z is the distance between the reconstruction image plane and the virtual pinhole array and g is the distance between the EIA and the virtual pinhole array. Each magnified elemental image is overlapped each other and the reconstructed 3D images are finally produced at the reconstruction output plane. The basic principle of CII for partially occluded 3D object is to produce 3D volumetric reconstructed images and correlate with original 3D object. Therefore, the recognition performance depends on how well the 3D images are reconstructed.
In the reconstruction of a partially occluded 3D object using CII, occlusion seriously degrades the resolution of reconstructed images because it hides the 3D object to be recognized. In this paper, to overcome this problem, we propose an occlusion removal method of partially occluded 3D object in CII. In the proposed method, EIA is transformed into subimage domain and we remove occlusion into the sub-image array by using a sub-image block matching. Then, 3D images are reconstructed with VCR. To show the usefulness of the proposed method we carry out some experiments and the results are presented. 
CII system for partial occluded object recognition
The principle of partially occluded 3D object recognition using CII is that it is possible to obtain the reconstruction of the 3D plane image of interest. The whole recognition system is composed of two steps as shown in Fig. 2 [16, 17] . The first step is to extract a template image for 3D object to be recognized and the second step is to recognize target objects by using the template.
In the first step of CII system as depicted in Fig. 2 (a), the recognized 3D object is picked up by a lenslet array and then recorded by a CCD camera. Here the recorded images are referred as the reference EIA in which each elemental image has particular perspective information about the 3D object. Next, the reference EIA is used to reconstruct 3D image digitally at the known distance where the 3D object was located. The reconstructed image of the reference EIA is called the template which is stored in a computer memory for the second step.
On the other hand, in the second step as shown in Fig. 2 (b), target objects having occlusion and the 3D objects are recorded as the target EIA. Using VCR of Fig. 1(b) , the target output image is reconstructed at the distance of the 3D object. Once an output image is obtained, the correlation process can be performed between the template and the output image. From the correlation results, 3D object recognition can be done.
When the output image is reconstructed in the second step, occlusion degrades the resolution of reconstructed images. To improve the recognition performance, we should reduce the image degradation effect by occlusion. 
Proposed occlusion removal method
In this paper, we present an occlusion removal method by enhancing the output image through the elimination of the unknown occlusion. The principle of the CII system using the occlusion removal method is shown in Fig. 3 . If our system is compared with the conventional CII system, there are two additional processes to eliminate the unknown occlusion into EIA. The first process is to use a computational transform between the elemental image array and subimage array. The second process is to remove the unknown occlusion in the sub-image array using disparity information by the sub-image block matching algorithm, which is well known in the stereo vision. 
Pickup process
As shown in Fig. 4 , we assume that the occlusion object and 3D object of interest are located at two arbitrary distances z o and z r , respectively, from lenslet array. They are recorded as the EIA by using a CCD camera. The recorded EIA is shown in Fig. 5(a) . 
Elemental-image to sub-image (ES) transform
First, we transform the recorded EIA into sub-image array for the proposed occlusion removal method. This elemental-image to sub-image transform is called ES transform in this paper. The ES transform is a kind of computational pixel recombination process [18, 19] . That is, we extract the same position for all of the EIA and a collection of pixels of same position is obtained as sub-image array. This ES transform can be performed based on either single pixel extraction or multiple-pixel extraction. Figure 6 depicts the conceptual idea of ES transform based on multiple-pixel extraction. Suppose that s x and s y are the number of pixels for each elemental image and l x and l y are the number of elemental image in x and y axis, respectively. Then, the entire elemental images, which are denoted as E, become (n x =s x l x )×(n y =s y l y ) pixels. If (m×m) pixels are collected, the m pixel-based sub-image array is calculated by
, r x =i%m and r y =j%m. [x] is gauss function denotes the largest integer less than or equal to the number x, and a%b is the reminder on division of a by b. From Eq. (1), we can generate a sub-image array based on arbitrary pixels from EIA. Then, the single sub-image has (ml x )×(ml y ) pixels as shown in Fig. 5(b) . As the pixel number increases, the resolution of sub-images might increase but be distorted at some degree.
To understand the effect of m pixels for ES transform, we consider a ray diagram for integral imaging system as shown in Fig. 7 . Suppose that m pixels in the EIA plane are sampled at the output plane. The sampling interval of m pixels increases as the distance z increase as shown in Fig. 7 . Large sampling interval (z>z max ) results in sampling crossing out of the corresponding lenslet. This may cause image distortion in sub-image array. To avoid this condition, we can calculate the maximum pixel number m max for the given distance z where there is no distortion in sub-image array. The maximum pixel number can be obtained at the distance z max where n x =M m max . It is given by 
where M=z/g. It is seen that we generate the sub-image array with high-resolution by using this maximum pixel number.
From the experimental structure of Fig. 4 , the maximum pixel number was calculated as m max =(5,5) when n x =n y =30 and M=6 based on the distance of occlusion. The transformed subimage array is shown in Fig. 5(b) . It is composed of 6×6 and each sub-image has 150×150 pixels which is much higher than those of the conventional sub-image transform. 
Sub-image block matching scheme for sub-image array
Using the ES transform of Eq. (1), we can obtain the high-resolution sub-image array. The transformed sub-image array contains many different perspective images of 3D objects as shown in Fig. 5(b) . Using this property, we may apply depth estimation algorithm to the subimages in order to remove the occlusion. The entire process for occlusion removal is shown in Fig. 8 . Among sub-images, we first select two adjacent images for the use of stereo pair. Then we apply stereo matching algorithm into two selective images for segmentation of occlusion. In this paper, we use the well-known block matching algorithm for sub-images [20, 21] . This is called sub-image block matching algorithm. In general, block matching minimizes a measure of matching error between two stereo images. The matching error between the blocks at the position (x,y) in the left image, I L , and the candidate bock at position (x+u, y+v) in the reference image, I R , is usually defined as the sum of absolute difference (SAD)
where the block size is B×B. Using SAD result, the best estimate ) , ( v u is defined to be the (u,v) which minimizes SAD. This estimate ) , ( v u calculates and compares the SADs for all the search positions {(x+u, y+v)} in the right image I R . That is,
After applying the sub-image block matching between two sub-images, we extract the depth map between them as shown in the right of Fig. 8 . Here, we apply block matching algorithm to two adjacent sub-images in horizontal direction. Based on the extracted depth map, we can perform segmentation of occlusion and then remove it. This process is repeated for all the sub-images. As a result, we obtain the modified sub-image array with occlusion object eliminated as shown in Fig. 5(c) .
To get the desired output image, the modified sub-image array is transformed back to the modified EIA of Fig. 5(d) by means of inverse sub-image transform. Here, it is seen that almost part of occlusion is removed in the sub-image array. Finally, the output image at the distance z r is reconstructed by using the VCR method. 
Experiments and results
To show the usefulness of the proposed method, the computational experiments were carried out. The experimental structure is shown in Fig. 4 . The distance between the lenslet array and the pickup plane was assumed to be 3 mm. The EIA of the test object with 900 by 900 pixels was computationally synthesized, in which the virtual lenslet array is assumed to have 30 by 30 lenslets. The size of each elemental image was 30 by 30 pixels. In the experiments, we used two plane objects: 'tree' and 'cow'. The EIA was recorded when occlusion 'tree' and 3D object 'car' were located at two distances, z o =18 mm and z r =33 mm, from the lenslet array, respectively.
The recorded EIA was transformed into sub-image array using Eq.
(1) and m max =(5,5). The extraction process of depth map for all sub-images was performed repeatedly using the sub-image block matching algorithm. Based on the extracted depth maps, we removed occlusion in each sub-image. We can see that the occlusion images into EIA were partially eliminated compared with the conventional method as shown in Fig. 8 . After this process was completed, we obtained the modified EIA. To compare the visual quality of the reconstructed images, the output images at 18 mm and 33 mm were reconstructed by applying both the original EIA and modified EIA to the VCR method. The reconstructed images are shown in Fig. 9 of which (a) and (b) show the reconstructed images using the original EIA and our modified EIA, respectively. Here we can see that the 'tree' occlusion is largely removed in the proposed method. This shows that the proposed method removes the occlusion effectively. In addition, the image reconstructed from the proposed method is more clearly seen. This may improve the resolution of reconstructed image. Under the same conditions, we carried out the additional experiments for two different test images as shown in Fig. 10 . To evaluate the improvement numerically, we use the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) as an evaluation measure, which is well-know measure parameter in 2D image processing such as nose removal or compression. Therefore, PSNR is a good evaluation parameter since occlusion affects objects as a noise source in partially occluded object reconstruction. The PSNR is defined as
where O is an original image and R is the reconstructed image from VCR process using the normalization step [12] . Mean squared error (MSE) is given by
where x and y are the pixel coordinates of images with the size of P×Q pixels. For the original image and the reconstructed images as shown in Fig. 9 , the PSNR was calculated. The PSNR results for three test image sets are shown in Table 1 . From results of Table 1 , it is revealed that the visual quality of images reconstructed from our method is better than that from the conventional method. We obtained the improvement of average 7.38 dB in PSNR from this experiment. 
Discussion and conclusion
Even though the proposed method has been successfully demonstrated, we consider that occlusion and object to be recognized were separated sufficiently in order to capture a partially occluded object. The captured information of partial occluded object affects the performance of our block matching algorithm to extract a depth between sub-images. To improve the performance, we may avoid the limited distance range between occlusion and object [22] when a practical application system is implemented or may consider the use of curved pickup scheme to increase the distance [23] . Another issue to be considered is that the performance of the block matching algorithm might be somewhat dependent on the block size used, so that some detailed analysis with various block size is needed. Moreover, the right algorithm mostly adequate for block matching between sub-images should be also searched. These are interesting future issues to be addressed.
In conclusion, we have proposed the occlusion removal method for improved reconstruction of 3D objects that are occluded partially in CII. We employed the multiple pixel-based ES transform to get high resolution sub-images, followed by 3D depth map generation by stereo matching algorithm between sub-images to segment and eliminate occlusion object in EIA. As a result, this produces a modified EIA with occlusion eliminated. This can provide a substantial gain in terms of the image quality of 3D reconstructed images. To show the usefulness of the proposed technique, we represented some experiments and demonstrated the improvement of 3D reconstructed images. We expect that the proposed technique will aid to improve the performance of 3D recognition systems using CII.
